
SEPTIMATECH EASY ADJUST RAILS® 

Septimatech Easy Adjust Rails ® are a low cost - high value economical solution with a quick ROI and a 

low Total Cost of Ownership.  Conveyor guide rail changeovers are repeatable, fast and easy.  Install 

Septimatech Easy Adjust Rails ® on your new or existing conveyor to improve changeover e�ciency and 

create greater line flexibility to infinitely adjust guide rails for current and future product introductions.

Proven Performance in
Every Packaging Changeover
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APPLICATIONS
Air conveyor, flat top, table top, 
Empty or filled bottles
Empty or filled cases
New conveyor or existing conveyor

QUANTITATIVE BENEFITS 
A�ordable low capital investment, less than one-year ROI, based
    upon average of 3 changeovers per week at 30 minutes per   
    change over

Accurate adjustment - repeatably adjust straights and curves
    accurately to plus or minus 1 mm 

Change over times reduced - Easy Rails can adjust 2” in width in
    10 seconds up to 80 feet in length.

PRODUCT FEATURES

ECONOMICAL - Low cost high value solution

SUSTAINABLE - No compressed air resources

MAINTENANCE FREE - No seals, springs, wires or supply 
lines subject to wear, damage or leakage 

SMALL FOOT PRINT AND LIGHT WEIGHT - Adapts 
to tight radius curves, small to large size conveyor config-
uration, durable to handle boxes or any size container

SECURE GUIDE RAIL POSITIONING - guide rails maintain 
position when subject to conveyor back pressure 

CORNER & SIDE TRANSFERS - Patented guide rail design 
provides low friction, smooth, no marking container travel 
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ONE-TIME CALIBRATION OF SYSTEM - No springs, seals 
or pressures to be maintained

CAUSTIC ENVIRONMENT - Engineered plastic 
components inert to most caustic solutions, stainless 
steel hardware upgradeable to 316 stainless steel

RETROFIT EXISTING CONVEYOR - Engineered to 
retrofit to any existing or new conveyor systems, inter-
changeable when line configuration needs to change

CLEAN SIMPLE DESIGN  - Curved and angled surfaces 
prevent pooling of product and washdown liquids  

HYGIENIC - Upgrade option is available to suit 
pharmaceutical applications

AUTOMATED OR MANUAL ADJUST - Manual adjust 
with dial indicator setting or option to upgrade to 
pre-programmed positions


